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It’s back to school and its attendant stress for the new school year. The homeopathy is there to help school children who have difficulties in certain subjects or who have troublesome behavior problems in school life.

Difficulties with mother tongue:

**FLUORICUM ACIDUM 15CH 1 dose** : warmed child, fleeing his responsibilities, dental caries, nails grow too fast.

**CALCERA FLUORICA 15CH 1 DOSE** : strong in math but not with mother tongue, malocclusions (orthodontic help).

**SILICEA 15CH** : shy, intelligent but made mistakes in writing. Sweating of the feet, tooth decay.

Difficulties in maths:

**BARYTA CARBONICA 15CH 1 DOSE.** This remedy opens the mathematical brain and saves the school year. Shy children, ashamed, slow, lest one makes fun of them because they do not understand. Large tonsils troublesome breathing.

Difficulties with foreign languages:

**CONIUM MACULATUM 15CH** 1 dose. This remedy opens the language channel and the child is good at learning. Child authoritative, meticulous, afraid of bright lights, earwax.

Restless Children:

**TARENTULA HISPANA 15CH 1 DOSE** The child moves constantly, loves music and dancing. Fusion with mom he loves fiddling with hair. Witch dream. Very often bitten by spiders.

**KALIUM BROMATUM 15CH** : agitated, violent, touches everything, heated, pimply. night terrors.

**GRAPHITES 15CH 1 DOSE** : Slow, constipated, unable to sit still at work. fissured eczema.

**ZINCUM METALLICUM 15CH** : Constantly moving the legs, sleepwalking at night too strict father or master.

**ARSENICUM ALBUM 15CH 1 DOSE** : insomniac, meticulous, collects everything, fear of death.

**RHUS TOX 15CH** 1 dose: very physical, restless, sprains, colds hips.

**MERCURIUS SOLUBILIS 15CH 1 DOSE** : PRECOCE, touches everything, gang leader, organized trafficking in school. heated, subject to tonsillitis.
Talkative Children:


**HYOSCYAMUS 15CH 1 DOSE**: Jealous, exhibitionist, regression, silly laugh.

Lack of attention:

**AETHUSA CYNAPIUM 15CH 1 DOSE**: Mental fatigue; MILK INTOLERANCE; the mother and the child don’t understand each others.

**PHOSPHORICUM ACIDUM 15CH 1 DOSE**: Tired child who wants to sleep all the time. Grief, mourning, grief growth.

**BARYTA CARBONICA 15CH**: Slow, timid, not clear especially math.

Anxious Children:

**ACONIT 15CH 1 DOSE**: Fear of ATTACKS, insomnia until 23h/midnight.

**GELSEMIUM 15CH 1 dose**: Stomach aches, diarrhea before going to school. Aspens, remembers nothing the day of the exam.

**IGNATIA 15CH 1 DOSE**: The separations are difficult, grief, ball in the stomach or throat, following bereavement, divorce of parents.

**PULSATILLA 15CH 1 DOSE**: Will not leave his mother, clings to his pacifier and blanket. Warmed, no thirst, desire butter. Prurigo strophulus, sob spasms.

**SILICEA 15CH 1 DOSE**: Shy to speak in public, brilliant, profuse sweating of the hands and feet. Caries, boils, white spots on the nails.

**LYCOPODIUM 15CH 1 DOSE**: Desperate to be the first! Very smart, stubborn and irascible dictator, lack of confidence in him, acetone, tics, dyslexia.

**ARGENTUM NITRICUM 15CH 1 DOSE**: +++ fear of being late, much anticipated, sugar craving.

**CUPRUM METALLICUM 15CH 1 DOSE**: Does not feel the height in his new class (middle school). Cramps, tetany.

**Dyslexic Child**

**CAUSTICUM 15CH 1 dose**: Fearful, tearful, constipated. Fear something bad happens.

**LYCOPODIUM 15CH 1 dose**: Dictator, stubborn, ambitious. Subject to gas and acetone.

**AGARICUS MUSCARIUS 15CH 1 dose**: Clumsy, creaking in the vertebrae moving back. Muscle strain.

**DIOSCOREA VILLOSA 15CH**: Confounds his right and his left. Abdominal colic improved leaning back.